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This memorandum is a brief summary of work, past and projected, on
the problem of the establishment of a commercial fishery en Lake Victoria.
I. BACKGROUND

i) The Problem

Lake Victoria, straddling the Equator, is the second largest
lake in the world, with a surface area of approximately 26,000 square
miles (41,500 square kilometres) and a maximum depth of about 300 feet.
(Fig. 1.). Uganda possesses most of the north end of the lake which
consists of a long, indented coastline and a chain of cffshore islands
on the edge of a 'continental shelf' separating relatively shallow
sheltered inshore waters from the deeper open waters of the lake.

At the present time the lake is harvested mainly by a native
gill net fishery confined almost entirely to the shallow sheltered
inshore waters. The annual production of all species from Uganda
waters is in the region of 24,000 tons per annum, and Tilapia(Cichlidae)
is commercially the most important genus. Haplochromis, a close
relative of Tilapia, but generally Il)uchsmaller, contributes only a
small amoUnt to this annual production; see Table 1, although they
are probably the most abundant group of fish present in the lake.

Through international aid programmes Uganda has been offered a
canning plant and it is thought that Haplochromis is the most suitable
type of fish to be utilized by such a plant. The Uganda Fisheries
Department are conducting research into processing techniques and
marketing and the East African Freshwater Fisheries Research Organ-
ization >1as.asked to conduct a survey of the Haplochromis stocks of
the lake with a view to estimating the ability or otherwise of these
stocks to support a commercial canni.ng industry. TWo officers of
EAFFRO, Dr. J. N. Gee - biologist and Mr. 111. P. Gilbert - Experimental
Fisheries Officer, were assigned to the survey and work began in 1965.
ii) Haplochromis

The genus Haplochromis (Cichlidae) is extremely large and varied.
As a result of rapid, adaptive radiation, over 120 species are known
to occur in Lake Victoria. They have colonized almost every available
ecological niche from. marginal papyrus swamps to the deep open waters
of the lake, and are able to use almost every available source of food
(a whole range of feeding habits is found from generalized bottom
feeders and piscivorous predators to very.specialized scale scrapers
and fry eaters).

The group presents grave taxonomic .diffioulties, and it is
impossible to identify in the field (and often in the laboratory!!)
all the species caught. To overcome this difficulty an attempt has
been made to recognise broad species groups based mainly on feeding
methods and morphology. This however is of doubtful value, particularly
with regard to distribution of groups because of the many instances
of parallel evolution which are found.

Haplochromis are generally small,.rarely exceeding 20 ems total
length, and with the bulk of species in the size range 8.0 - 15.0 ems
.total length. They are firm fleshed, spiny with strongly attached
ctenoid scales which make their manipulation, particularly in gill-
nets, fairly difficult, but delays the onset of decay in tropical
conditions for an hour or two compared with such groups as Cyprinidae
and Characidae.

The four monotypic genera found in Lake Victoria (Astatoraechromis,
Macropleurodes, Hoplotilapia and Platytenoides) are included with
Haplochromis in any results given below. These are taxonomically
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differentfro!Jl Haplochromis, but from the point. of view of canning
the .differenc.es can be ignored.

iii) Early Fishing Companies

Two other commercial fishing enterprises have been tried on Lake
Victoria. Both were failures, but a brief resume of their activities
and mistakes is useful as background information. The first, started
in 1949, was essentially a deep water gill-net fishery based on Dagusi
Island to exploit the open-water Mor~yrus stocks which had been sho,m
to exist on an economic scale. The gill-nets were operated from
sailing dhows and the catch dried on the island where a permanent
camp was being established. A power boat was used to transport. the
catch to the mainland and stores and building materials to Dagusi.
At the end of 1951 the scheme had to close down as an uneconomic
proposition. The catches were only one fifth of what was expected,
partly due to migration of fish out of the area at certain times; the
loss of weight during the drying process was very high, the marketing
of the fish was inefficiently organized and it was found that neither
Buganda nor Busoga women would eat the fish owing to a superstition
ooncerning the bearing of ohildren; it was extremely expensive to set
up a permanent base camp due to diffioulties with transport.

After a further year of researoh the Uganda Development Corporation
attempted in 1953 to set up within two years a viable industry in the
same area. The idea here was to trawl for Bagrus and Mormyrus and to
process these. larger speoies by kippering (smoking and Sun drying) and
the Haplochromis in the catohes by dehydration and produotion of fish
meal. A suitably e'luipped trawler, batch dryer, ice plants, cold
stores, workshops and generating plants were purchased and installed
on Dagusi and a European manager employed. At the end of 2 years the
scheme was not commeroially viable and it was decided to close it down.

Again the catches of the important species were not as high as
expeoted and long delays in obtaining e'luipnientwere. encouil1iere,L The
processes used oaused a great loss in weight in the finished product.
In the tropioal olimate the finished product was often bad before it
reaohed the markets. Due to the high percentage of Haploohromis in
the oatoh, dehydrated fish was the main produot, for whioh there was
no market. It was impossible for one man to.try and set up the base
oamp and operate the fishing vessel on a oommeroial basis at the same
time.

It would appear that the main reasons for the failure of both
these sohemes were;- Insuffioient basio researoh into the fish stooks
available and absence of small pilot projeots; insufficient researoh
into prospective markets; unsuitable methods of processing the fish
oaught.

iv) The area involved

With regard to the present survey, it was physically impossible to
study the whole lake with the resouroes available, and as it is
economically advisable to have the source of supply of raw materials
as near the faotory as possible, it was deoided to limit the survey
to an area near Entebbe. This has been examined fairly intensely,
first by an ariel s~ey (January 1965) to obtain a general pioture
of shore types and any indioations of bottom types. A detailed
survey using an eoho sounder was then made (1965 and early 1966) and
depths, bottom types and partioularly.the limits of 'sandbank' areas
have been plotted on a large-soalemap. (Fig.2.)

The area of water involved is approximately 880 sq. km and is
bounded on the north by the mainland into which extends a very large
fairly shallow, mud-bottomed bay (Murchison Bay). On the lake side
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(south) the area is ,bounded by, a chain ,of islands on the edge of a
,180' shelf. At' the' eastern and western ends ,the area is completely
open to the main lake. The shoreline of the whole area is highly
convoluted with a large number of shallow mud-bottomed, papyrus-lined
bays separated by intervening, promohtories".whichoften continue out
into the lake in sand/gravel/rock spi~s, 'bar or banks, some of which
join together a number of,s!TIall islands..

A deep channel runs 'through the area bet>reen the mainland and
the islands'with a generaldE)pth of 90 feet. The large mud..,bcttomed
basins between some of the',sand bars are usually 'about 60'.deep. The
san'd banks generally start 'about 45' dow" and rise up to the shoreline
or to about 18~20' below the surface. The mud-bottomed, papyrus~lined
bays have a general depth of 15-30'. It may be said that this area
includes more or less all the major habitat types, from the point of
view of shoreline and bottom de,posi ts, fOund in Lake Victoria within
20 miles of the shore, but the whole area can be classed as 'inshore
wa"ters I.

'v), Use of an echo-sounder

'A high frequency, 'transistorized Furono echo-sounder, sui table
for fish finding has been'~sed throughout the present work. The
survey of depths and bottom types was based almost entirely on
sounQer readings. The mac'hinehas also been used in conjunction
with all fishing which has been done and every effort has been made
to ccmnect, fishing ,results, with the 'fish' traces produced'by the
sounQer~ It was hoped that there would be good correlations between
thes'e, and that echo sounder readings could be used eventually to
assess types c.nd quantities of fish present, therefore predict catches
in any particular area, and possibly make estimates of population
densi ty as a, whole. Reference to echo soundings is made in the
following sections.

II. GILL-NETTINGINFORMATION

i} General

"... During the hydrographic, sUrvey, a small amount of gill-net
fishing'was clone to' obtain information on distribution, catches,
selectivity and efficiency. However, when it became obvious that
the inQustry would not be based on a gill-net fishery these were
discontinued. A standard fleet of gill-nets was used, the detailed
specifications of "hich are given in Table II. Two fleets "ere used,
'one surface set anQ one bottom set, the total,made up length of each
fleet being 125 yards (250 yards of unmounted netting). When fishing
started it Has thnught that the size range of fish required by the
'cannery was approximately that caught in the lY2" gill net. Later
however it was found the cannery needed fish caught in the 2" net.
After the third expedition therefore it was decided to increase the
mesh depth of the 2" net from 26 to 52. Allresultsfor'2" nets

, have been adjusted to this specification. This was found possible
'without seriously affecting the re~ults. The method of setting was
standardized as'was the duration of fiShing. The, fish "ere extracted
as soon as possible, counted, the fresh weight (1'os) recorded and
sampled for length fre.quency and species analysis.

. An a tteinpt was made tOJ)lske ,ailea'st 2 f'ish:Lngs fr.om each of the
broad ecological habi tats encounter,ed, which wexe as follows:-,

1. Inshore bays us';'ally with miitur~ of p';'pyr)ls and dead tree
shoreline, mud-bottomed with depth of water varying from
14-30'. In these "reas the fish traces produced on, the echo-
sounder were mediurrito Tight. '
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2. Semi-open water - between the mainland and the offshore islands.
Depth of water 60-90' with a bottom of soft colloidal mud. In
these areas the fish echoes produced on the sounder are usually
light.

3. Sandbank areas as described in'Section 1 (iv) - Depth of water
20-45'. The echo traces produced were usually fairly dense to

""dense"and it would appear that there are ooncentra tions of fishin these areas.

4. Narrow stee}Jsided rocky inlet on the south side of Kome Island,
open ,to the main lake. Echo traces very light.

ii) Catch analysis

The data for Haplochromis in twelve experimental fishings
(2 in habitat 1, 2 in habitat-,2, 7 in habitat 3; 1 in habitat 4) are
set out in full in Tables III and IV.

1. From these results it is clear that Haplochromis can be caught
in all the habitats sampled.

2. The catch from the 2" bottom set net and the 1" top set net
appears to be significantly higher in the semi-open water than in
the other habitats sampled. One of the 2" catches in this habitat
was very heavy but not enough data are available to determine
whether this is normal or exceptional.

3. The catches in the 1" and lY2" bottom set nets and the lY2" top
set nets appears to be significantly higher in the sand bank
regions than in any other habitat with the exception of the mudqy
bottomed bays for the lY2" bottom, set net. The high figure for
the lY2" top set net in the sanqy areas is helped by one exceptional
catch which was over twice as large as the other six catches in
the area.

4. The catches from the 2" top set nets are fairly uniform in all
environments comparatively 10;, in numbers, but average in weight
compared with the other net sizes.

It is also clear that the Haplochromis catches in gill nets do not
correlate closely with the fish traces produced on the echo sounder.
Theoretically far more fish should be found in the sand bank habitat
than in the other habitats, but this was found not to be so. It may
be the behaviour pattern of fish shoals described elsewhere (EAFFRO
Ann. Rep. 1966) which make it impossible to correlate daytime shoaling
distribution and night-time gill-net fishing. It may also be that
the majority of fish which show up on the echo trace are not
Haplochromis, but Some other fish species (see below) or some other
types of organism altogether.

iii) Selectivi~

The total lengths of a sample of fish from each top and bottom
set net size from each fishing were determined. The percentages of
each 0.5 cm size group for each net were plotted as cumulative totals
'and the resulting graph is shown in Figure 3. The length~frequency
of each mesh size varies 'considerably b€tween bo'ttom nets and surface
nets. The size caught in the 2" mesh bottom net is from 12-20 cms
with a mean of 15.0 cms, while the range for the 2';surface net is
from 13.5 cms to over 20 cms with a mean of 17.5 cm. n,e length
frequency of the lY2" top sethet overlaps that of the 2" bottom set
net to a considerable extent; in fact 60% of the fish caught in the
former overlap the size range of the latter. Therefore if a 2" gill
net fishe!~ were to be established to supply the raw materials for
the cannery, it would probably be worth making fleets consisting of
lY2" and 2" top set nets and 2" bottom set nets.
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.The .length frelJ.uenc~disc;epancy ~etw~en surface and bottom
nets of .the samo mesh size can be explaihed by reference to Tables
V and VI; Table V is a breakdown of the top and bottom.set catches
for a number of fishing's into predatory and non-predatory H~lochromis •

.It can .be seen that the predatory Haplochromis constitute 5 I' of the
total catch in the surface nets and varies between 37% and 84% for
each cate.h•..In the bottom nets the predato!"".!Haplochromi.s formed 11%
of the total catch and varied between 3% and 42% for each catch.
Gill-net selectivity depends not directly On body length but on shape
and measurement of body girth... Therefore a higher lengthfrelJ.uency
will be obtaine.d when the girth measurement is small in relation to
length than when it is large. Maximum body depth is the nearest
measurement to girth that is usually taken. Table. VI..shows that the
MEAl! values of bo~y depth as a percentage of body length for EACH
species of predatory Haplochromis and th"overa1J, mean value for

.predators, as a wholeics appreciabJ.iJ.oifer'than the c.orr.espohding

.values for non-predators. This means that the same .size net will
catch proportionately longer predators than non-predators.

The meximum size at which the. types of fish caught in a commercial
fishery become mature. is important when considering stock replacement.
and exploitation levels. Tables VII and VIII give the approximate
sizes of seJcClalma turi ty .for.preda tory forms (Table VII)and non-
predatory forms (TableVILO. All the sizes given here are standard
length, so betHesn 1.5 and 4.0 cms should be added to obtain elJ.uivalent
total lengths. The four common groups of predators in the gill-net
catches were,-

1. H. .bar toni group - six. mature at approximately 18.0 ems T.L.
2. H•. macrognathus group " " " " 15.0-16.0 cms T.L.
3. H. s92:::~E:!ulatus " " " " 14.0 omso T.L.
4. H. guiarti " " " " 12.0 ems., T.L.
Figure 3 ShOHS the range of sizes caught in the 2" surface net is
from 13.5 to 20.0 cms. Approximately 50% of this catch will be
predators "'hich for reasonsgi,ien above >-lillbe in .the top half of
this size range, i.e., over 16.0 cms. The greater proportion of these
fish therefore "ill be sexually mature. The size .range 'of the lY2" •

.top set nets is from 10.0-16.5 cms and therefore a large number of
these predators are likely to be immature or just sexually mature.
Fishing lY2" top nets ma;y therefored2,mage breoding stocks.

The most common groups of non-predators encountered. in the. ea tehe s
were as follows,-

1. Plant eaters - sex mature at approx. 7.5 8 •.0 .ems T. L.

2. Fry eaters " " II " 10.0 - 12.0 oms T.L.
3. H. chilotes group " " .., " 9.0 .- 11;0 ems T.L.
4. General group A " " " " 12.0 cms T.L.
5. General group B " " " " 7.5 ems T.L.
6. General group C " " " " 10.5 cms T.L.

.7. Monotypic genera " ". " " 11.0 - 11. 5 cms T.L.
These groups form the bulk of the frequency curve for the 2" bottom
set nets, therefore only the mature section of the population is
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being fished. The bulk of the i1j2" bottom population will also be
sexually mature, but these are probably getting 'too small from the
cannery point of view .

.It may therefore be assumed, by fishing 2" mesh nets top and
bottom set, that firstly only sexually mature individuals are being
taken and secondly, with the possible exception of two predatory groups,
only a part of the mature population will be fished, leaving a remainder
to form a replacement stock and continue propagating the species.
v) Population estimates

An attempt was made to estimate the population' of 2" mesh
Haplochromis by repeated fishing of a particular locality, applying
De Lury's graphical method and using the catch from a different mesh
size as a standard for mathematical calculations. Since it was
impossible to estimate the population of the whole region under consid-
eration because of its large size and variety of habitats, the population
of a particular area was estimated and extrapolated to cover all similar
areas. Thoore tically the locali ty should be in isolation .with no
immigration or migration during th~ eA~eriment. The only factor found
which would be in any way limiting .was that of bottom type, but even
this is not Emiting to surface populations. It was decided to try
and estimate the population of fish on the sandbanks found in the area.
These were woll defined during the initial survey and are probably
fairly limiting as a number of species are specific to this type of
bottom. This however does not apply to all the species which were
caught in the bottom nets and is probably related in no way to the
species caught in the surface nets.

B,y the end of the trial it was decided that there were too many
.unknown factors in the experiment for the results to be regarded with
a great degree of confidence. The area fished was too small in relation
to the size and configu,'",tion of the bank and it would appear that about
four.times as much gill-net would be reQuired to fish the bank efficiently.
Nothing is known of the possible movements of fish (particularly in the
surface population) in and out of the area during the time of the
experiment. Ihe experiment lasted over one complete lunar cycle,
starting on the new moon. This was a mistake as the moon is thought
to have some effect on size of catch (particularly in surface nets),
larger catches being obtained over the new moon period than the full
moon period. It is not very easy to say therefore, whether the
decreases in catches and recovery rates observed were a result of
fishing effort or just a reflection of lunar periodicity in catches.
The information on species composition given below, however, would
indicate that fishing effort. did play an important part in the changes
which took place.

The area chosen was Kisigala Point on Kome Island where a sand
bank of small size abuts the shore on one side and is surrounded by
mud on the other three sides. A detailed map of the bank is shown
in Figure 4. Two fleets of nets were used, one bottom set and one
top set, of 500 yards made up length and an additional two fleets of
50 yards of 1" mesh were sot on the first two and last two nights of
the experiment. The nets were set in the same place (as nearly as
possible) every night for 14 nights and the ,.jeightof the catch,. the
number of each species grcup and the depth of the net for each Unit
of 50 yards was recorded for each fishing •

.The results according to De Lury's method are plotted graphically
in figures 5 and 6. (a)A plot of straight catch against accumulated
catch.gives a wide scatter of points. (b) The 'graphs are smoothed
.by applyj.ng a 4 cycle running aV8rage to the surface catches and a
J cy.cle nmning ave rage- to the bottom catches (c) The regression
fo.rmulae were. calculated. for these.points' and are as follows,-
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Surface catch y = 682-0.074 x

Bcttom catch y= 266-0.048 x

(d) ,men the regression line is fitted and projected to intercept
with the x axis the following population estimates are arrived at,-

Surface 9,250

Bottom 5,500

Calculations according to the following mathematical formulae
could be used as we were only.interested in the popUlation figure of
the 2" gill-net sizes. The catch from the 1" gill-nets. which have
a length frequency outside that of the 2" range were used as. thestandards

bl b2- - = xal a2

c
- Bx

B + (B x bl)
(--) T
( al )

(1)

(2)

(3)

al a2 are catches in 1" net

bl b2 are catches in 2" net at
beginning and end of experiment; x is the depletion of b; C is the
accumulated catch in the 2" net; T is the total population. When
the original fiVlres denoted by crosses in Figures 5 and 6 are
subject to these mathematical formulae, the following population
estimates are arrived atg- .

Surface 12,280

Bottom 5,900

If the mean of these estimates and those arrived at by the graphical
method are calculated, they are as follows,-

Surface 10,760 specimens, which had a weight of 1,650 lbs.
Bottcm 5,700 specimens, which had a weight of 720 lbs.

which in fact are very close to the figures arrived at if the .above
mathematical calculations are based on the running averages shown in
figures 5 and 6.

The total area of Kisigala Bank is estimated at 2,340,000 square
yards and the .area of the bank covered by the nets at 160,000 square
yards. The total area of sandbank in the region surveyed is 176,688,000
square yards. The e~trapolation of estimated numbers depends on what
area of Kisigala Bank this population figures is taken to represent.
Because the area fished turned out to be so small a percentage of
the whole bank (6.8%) it seems unrealistic to apply. the population
figures to the whole bank. There is evidence to show that the non-
predators were. fished out quicker than the predators; presumably they
are more static and therefore only those in the vicinity of the nets
were being sampled. The predators on the other hand. were probably
being drawn from a much wider area. If the population figures were
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taken to apply to the whole bank the final estimates are likely
to be grqs~ underestimates. If the population figures were taken
to apply to the area fished, the non-predator population may not
be overestimated, but that of the predators would. It was therefore
decided to use as a minimum estJmate an area. of half the bank as
a basis for extrapolation to the sand bank areas as a whole. On
this basis the follmring'minimum estimates are arrived at for the
sand'bank areas in the 1'rholeregion. ..

Bottom population
Top popula tion
Total population

~ 48.5 tons ~ 54.3
.C'." 112 tonc",l24.5
~ 160.5 long tons ~

short
shqrt
178.7

tons
tons
short tons

Some idea of the level of stabilization of catch can be obtained
from figures 7 and 8. Here the catches are plotted'against time
(days). The projection of the. smoothed curves to their asymptote
gives some indication of catch levels at ,rhich fishing effort and
recruitment to the population.are balanced. For'surfac"6 nets this
is at a Cpue of approximately 18 and a Cpue of approximately 9 for
bottom nets. These figures h01'Teverare probably of little practical
use as th8Y 'only'apply to this standard set of nets in this particular
locali ty.

In. order to estimate recovery rates of the population the gill-net
fleets were set on two niGhts in each ensuing week after the experiment.
This was 0;1iy'do;1Gfor t,ro1weks as no boats 1/ere available after this
time. The 1'8suI ts are shown in figures 7 and 8. Th8 surface
popul" tion 5

"
1O"e(1a fairly rapid rate of recovery j n the firs t week

when catches a'most reached the pre-experiment level. The catches
at the end of t:.c'Jsecond "eek show a large difference, but the mean
catch is the same as in the previous. week. and the heavy catch up to
the maxim",n catches obtained du:ring t!-',efortnight of continuous fishing.
The bottom population on the other hand showed no significant increase
in the first week. However ty the end of the second Heek it had
near 1,,' recovered to the pre-'experiment level.

During the COurse of the experiment most of the catches were
analysel as far as it is possible in tho field into speoies groups,
and certain changes in the species composition of surface and bottom
populations can he discerned. By reference to Tahle IX it can be
seen that in hoth populations the proportion of predators to non-
predators changed during the experiment, i.e., the porcentage of
non-preda tors in the population docreased. I t may he tha t non-
predatorc 0:'8 ",ore vulnerable to fishing than predators, or that
preda tors arc more likel:, to be replaced from outside the area fished,
i.e ., th,eyhave greater movemen t throughout the water hody hy virtue
of their habits. Non-predators are fa~ more abundant on the hottom
and more dependont on certain types of bottom for their food. Therefore
they do not move ahout so much ana deorease more rapidly in an area
which is hea,ily fished. It should be noted that in the top population,
\fhich has a very high percentage of predators the agreement hetween
rnathema tical 8,nd grap!:licalme thods of calculating the papulation is
not as good as for the loot-tompopulation .Hhere non-predators
predominate.

Tables X and XI give the breakd01iD of catches into species
groups. The following trends oan be disoerned,-

PREDATQ!li?- Surface population

(a) Dominated throughout hy H. guiarti which shows a percentage
increase.

(h) H.mento also shows an increase while H.macrognathus
decreases .

•
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Cc).H. serranus and H squamulatu.s groups are always represented ..
'bu~ show a relative decrease throughout.

(d) It is interesting to note that H. cavifrons is oocasionally
found in the surface populations.

- Bottom population

(a) H. guiarti is only rarely found and H. macrognathus and
H. mento groups are dominant, the latter increasing.
throug!;lout.

(b) H.bartoni, H. gowersi and H. flavipinnis are more common
on the bottom and maintain a fluct~ating level throughout
the experiment.

(c) H. cavifrons is more common on the bottom but shows a steady
proportionate decrease.

NON-PREDATORS - Surface populations
(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

At best these only form a very small percentage of the surface
population and the larval eaters (represented principally by
H. obesus) and General Group. A are the dominant groups.

It is.interesting to note that the mollusc eating species
such as monotypic genera and the H. sauvagei group are
sometimes found in the surface population.

- Bottom populations

Dominated throughout by General group C, mainly represented
by the H. riponianus!H. saxicola complex, this group maintains
a high fluctuating percentage.

The monotypic genera, which dominate the mollusc eating
Haplochromis-like groups in this area, are present throughout.
The percentage of Astatoroechromis increases while that of
Macropleurodes and Hoplotilap.ia decreases. PIa t,ytenoides
is a rare genus.

(c) H. obesus and associated larval eaters are present and
increase in percentage throughout the experiment.

(d) H. chilotes and M •.aelocephalus are present throughout. but in
decreasing proportions.

vi) Production Estimates

The estimates for supplying the cannery by a 2" gill-net fishery
on the basis of the present survey have been given in full in a
previous report. These need only be summarized here.

(i) The estimated minimum amount of Haplochromis required daily to
allow the cannery to operate at.a minimum economic level is I ton.

(ii)

(iii)

If both top and bottom set gill-nets are used, approximately
SY2 miles of each type would be needed. If only bottom set
nets are used about 8 miles would be required. These are
based on average catches and if minimum catch levels are taken
these figures "ould have to be doubled.

It is estimated that the labour force required to empty these
nets only "ould bE;up"ard of 300 men. It is suggested that
the best practical method of organizing a gill-net fishery
would be by buying fish from local fishermen using smaller

r
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(iii) (continued)

lengths of.net and canoes but fishing specifical~ for
Haplochromis, and collecting the catches in high speed
launches.

(iv) It was thought that this type of fishery would in the long
run prove uneconomic for Haplochromis on Lake Victoria even
though it worksreasonab~ well for Tilapia on Lake George.

vii) Other Spec.ies Caught

During the course of the gill-netting programme the discovery
of the superabundance in certain habitats of a species of fish other
than Haplochromis prompts us to mention them here. Another reason
for doing so is .that the presence and abundance of these fish has

.probably not previous~ been brought to the notice of tho~responsible
.for planning the cannery. The species concerned is Alestes sadleri
(Nsoga Nsoga), a small species of the fami~ Characidae, which rarely
features in the present day commercial catches. Very little is known
of its biology, but it appears to be a pelagic shoaling fish inhabiting
the inshore and marginal waters of the lake. It is on~ ever .caught
in the 1" top set gill-nets and the sex ratio of the catch is very
unbalanced, being any.thing from 6:1 to 100:1, females to males for any
catch. This would imp~ that either females were more abundant than
males, or that males were on average too small to be caught even in
the I" gill-net. .

The catch records for .A. sadleri are shown in Table XII. Two
significant points emerge from this table.

(1) It would appear that the catches vary significant~ with habitat.
They are virtual~ absent from the deeper more open waters of the
region and obviously concentrated in the shallower inshore waters.
They are reasonably abundant in the shallow bays and very abundant
over san~ bottoms in sheltered areas. The two fishings in

exposed san~ areas off Entebbeproduced significant~ lower
catches. This implies that they are sensitive to the degree of
exposure.

(2) The catches of Alestes correlated more close~ with the.density
of the echo traces than do the catches of Haplochromis. Itmay
therefore be Alestes sadleri which are responsible for the heavy
shoaling traces found in the region of the sandbanks rather than
Haplochromis.

III. TRAULING INFORMATION

When it "as apparent that gilJ:-netting was an inefficient and
uneconomic proposition for a fishing industry of the type under
consideration, attention was. switched to trawling. This however was
hampered by the complete lack of suitable boats and equipment for this
type of fishing.

(i) Gear Development

The only boat available was an old 38 ft seaplane harbour tender,
powered by two Perkins S6 diesel engines with straight through dri~e
to 17/15 propellers. Stern gahows and a 33,1 reduction gear
niggerhead winch driven off the starboard engine were designed and
fitted. The boat. is basical~ unsui table for trawling and will not
take any weather. Despite two engines, manoeuvring the trawl during
towing is difficult because the stern gallows take-off had to be
mounted aft of the propellers. However, this craft has been used
in all the trawling operations attempted so far~
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At present work is proceeding on the conversion of a 48 ft
Fairmile fish carrier, powered by a Perkins s6 diesel. engine with
2,1 reduction gear box. All the superst~ucture is being redesigned,
a 4 gear Fifer drum winch driven off .the main engine installed, aft
decks cleared and trawl gallows erected. A mast and boom is also
being added for the easier handling of large quantities of fish.
Thi.svessel should make an admirable trawler for Lake Victoria and
will be ..ready for operation in early 1967.

The only bottom trawl available was a Vigneron Dahl trawl with
an overall length of 6 fathoms, a headrope .l€ngth.of 7.5 fathorns and
a footrope length of 7.75 fathoms. The mesh sizes are 2Y2" in the
wings and the square, 2" in the belly and lengtheners and 1" in the
cod end. The performance of the trawl was improved by the addition
of a bobbin line, the bobbins being 6" diameter wooden rollers spaced
along a steel wire with.l" diameter wooden spacers .and lead weights •.
The weights were added in sufficient quantity to make the whole
bobbin line just negatively buoyant. Otter doors were made and fitted
up in the correct manner for easy disconnections from the trawl warps.
These latter ,Iere.3" circumference manila rope marked off at 50 foot
intervals. The relationship between speed of boat, length of warp
and depth of trawl were calculated and tested for this set of gear.

No mid water trawls were available so the authors designed and
made a small experimental trawl to their own specifications, illustrated
in Figure 9. This is on the lines of the Larson and British Columbian
trawls t<ith a square of approxima tGly 2 fathoms each side. The wings
are 3" mesh of 48 ply nylon, the square 2Y2" mesh, the belly 2" mesh

o of 24 ply nylon,. the len~thener. lY2"and the cod end 1" 48 ply nylon.
This had recently had a Y2" cod end put inside. About 14 pl2!let kites
and 3 flying kites are used on the headrope and 2 Torpedo shaped lead
weights are inserted bett<een the lower wings and the tow legs. The
tot< legs are 7 fathom warps attached to a depth regulating rings
attached to the otter boards. These are scaled down replicas of the
t<ing boards used on the Larson Phantom trawl.

Surfac€ trawling was tried before either midwater or bottom
trat<ling. The net not<used for bottom trat<ling was first tried on
the surface. The headline was fitted with corks and five flying kites
and the foot line t<ith t<eights and one steel depressor attached to
the foot rope by two lines. Five fathorn tow ledgs attached ..the net
to floating otter boards. These t<ere made by attaching 20" x 38" doors
to the unders.ide Of floating submarine.paravsnes. When the Vigneron
Dahl net was reconverted to a bottom trawl an old Danish Seine was
adopted as the surface trawl •

.ii) Bottom Trawling

Trials have been carried out in the Jinja area (Ramafuta.,
Maundu and Namone) and in the Entebbe area (Tavu,.Bugalo and Kome).
So far however only a total of 14.2 trawling hourS has been completed.
A general analysis by weight of all catches on the various bottom
types is given in Table XIII.

a) Distribution. The figures for catch/trawling hour are most. .
important and these sho,m an overall catch of 311.8 lbs/hour; the
catches on sand are about 40 lbs/hour higher than on mud. The .
catches produced when both types of bottom were crossed on the
trawl haul. (usually at the same depth) have a catch per hour as
for sand, but have more of the characterist~cs .of the mud bottom
fauna.

Haplochromis. are by far the most Common genus caught in all
habi tats and locali ties sampled. In two hauls, one over sand
and one over mud they t<ere .the only fish caught. Over a sand
bottom they form 90% of the catch on average (292.7 lbs/trawling
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hour). On mud. bottoms other g~nera are more prominent and
Ha lochromis only form 72.5% of tho catch (208 Ibs/tre.wling
hour. These percentag~s are influenced by two large catches
of Tilapia (one in 45' and the other in 60' of water) and two
fair catches of Bagrus over a mud bottom. Although most of the
hauls on sand were not as deep as those on mud, depth do~sn't
seem to affect the percentage composition of the catches, but
it may affect their.magnitudo (i.e. catch/hour figures). Areas
of mud bottom in deeper water havo not yet been sampled. The
overall percentage of Haplochromis in all catchos is 83% (259 Ibs
por trawling hour).

Tilapia were caught in both habitats but the species caught
on sand were. almost entirely T. zillii and T. variabilis. The
latter species formed the bulk of the catch and were nearly all
in breeding oondition. The T. zillii were generally small but
in good condition (a very convex belly line). Small numbers of
Tilapia came in regularly with each haul. The species found
over the mud bottom was T. esculenta. Their breeding condition
was not determined but their distribution was much more irregular.
30% of th",-hauls on mud contained no Tilapia and 35% contained
only ono or two. ~,o larger catches were obtained in the Entebbe
area (one of 137 and another of 211 individuals) when a particular
type of echo trace was fished. - seG below and 28 ,;ere caught in a
haul off Namone over a similar trace.

Bagrus docmac is the other species.whiOh formed a significant
peroent~o:f"' the catches on both sand and mud. Again ..th~ir
appoarance on sand was very regular but in .small numbers, whereas
on mud thoir distribution >las sporadic, t>lOheavy catches making
up both their porcentage and catch/hour contribution. They >lere
most abundant however in hauls over both mud and sand >lhon good
catches >lere obtained in t>lO out of the three hauls made.

Table XIV is an atten~t to compare catches in different areas
of similar bottom types. The fishing effort ha>rever is not
proportionate >lhich makes comparison dubious. The sand bottom at
Ramafuta, near Jinja, produced similar catches of Haplochromis
to the comparable environment at Ta'TUnear Entebbe,. although Tilapia
and Bagrus formed less D.ignificant parts of the catch. The catches
at Nzadzi (off Entebbe) were much lower than in the other t>lOareas
and t>lOpoor catches of Haplochromis wero obtained. Bagrus >las
the only other species caught here. '"hecatohes of Haplochromis
over mud bottoms in the Jinja and Entebbe areas were very comparable.
The differences in tctal catch/hour are accounted for mainly by
the variation in catches of Tilapia and Bagrus. Depth does not
seem to have much effect on the catches as a >lhole.

During the tra>lling operations off Entebbe, daily trawl hauls
were made along a set course across the sandbar.bet>leen Tavu and
Bugalo islands. The mean daily catch/Y2 hour is shown in
Figure 10. On some days only one haul >las made and on other days
three hauls were made. The results sho>la cyclical variation in
catch >lith a slight overall decline, rather than a steady decline.
These operations ]-ferean attempt to assess how much fishing the
Haplochromis of a part of one bank could stand. A total of
1,912 Ibs of Haplochr~is >lere removed over tho period shown
>lithout any significant decrease in catch rates.

To summarise the data on distribution and catches therefore
it may be said that Haplochromis are abundant in all areas and
:form the hulk of all catches. Bagrus, Protopterus and small Barbus
spp. are also found in all onvironments. Trawl hauls over sand
bottoms are characterized by the presence of T. zillii,
T. variabilis (and Barbus altinalis) while trawl hauls over mud
are characterized by the presence of T. esculenta, Synodontis,
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Clarias andXenoclarias.

b) Length frequency. The total length to the nearest 0.5 cms was
measured for a sample of each haul made and percentage frequency
curves constructed. Figure 11 is the frequency curve for all
catches in the Entebbe area which shows two distinct peaks at
5.0-5.9cms and 9.5-10.4 cms. The graph levels out at 11.0-12.4
cms indicating another frequency peak at this point, masked by
the previous range. 16.6% of the catch oCCurs in the range
3.0-7.4 cms, 83% in the range 7.5-14.9 cms and 5.1% in the range
15.0-20.4 cms. Occasionally individuals larger than 20.4 cms
were, caught, but these have been ignored for the purposes of this
analysis. li'igure12 gives the length frequency analysis for
catches over mud bottoms and sand bottoms in the Entebbe region
and these show some ,striking differences.

Four distinct ,frequencies are found over th" mud bottom,-
1) 4.0 - 6.9 cms with a peak at 6.6 - 5.9 cms contains 13.1% of the
2) population.7.0 10.9 cms " " " " 9.0 - 9.4 cms " 51.0% "3) 11.0 15.4 ems " " " " 12.0 - 12.4 cms " 27.0% "4) 15.5 - 19.4 cms " " " " 16.5 - 16.9 cms " 8.1% "

Over the sand bottom relatively few Haplochromis are caught
in the size range above 15.4 cms and there is no peak in evidence
in this range, but the smallest size range is approximately the
same, in both environm,mts. There is no clear cut distinction
of the middle two frequency group's over sand. The main peak occurs
at 10.0-10.4 cms and overlaps considerably a frequency group with
a peak at 12.0 cms. The size range 7.0-15.4 cms contains 78% of
the Haplochromis population on a mud bettom and 82.5% of the
Haplochromis population on a sand bottom, with most of the latter
being over 9.0 cms total length. Figure 13 gives the length
frequencies of Haplochromis caught over sand and mud bottoms in
,the Jinja area. Both graphs are based on fewer hauls than those
in Figure 12. Over sand (Ramafuta bank) a marked peak again
occurs in the 3.0-7.4,cms size range as in the Entebbe area. Only
ene other range is in evidence h01'leverwith a more defini te peak at
9.0 - 9.4 cms Ctnda much more confined range; no fish ;,ere caught
over 14.5 cms total length. 80-9% of the population occurs in the
size range 7.0-15.4 cms, but only 14.6% of these are over 10.5 cms
compared ;,itha similar sand bottom in the Entebbe area where
46.0% of this range "er'e over 10.5 cms. Over tho mud bottom no
distinct poak at tho smaller end of tho size range Was found, but
the two middle peaks "ere "ell marked. Hero 87.7% of the
population were in the size range 7.0-15.4 cms.

It can be seen with roforence to Figure 3 that the size range
7.0-15.4 cms T.L" which contains approximatoly 82% of' the catch,
COVGrs the whole size selection range of 1" and lY2" bottom set
gill nGts and 58% of the seloction range of the 2" gill net, but
,thG trawlfrelJ.uencypeaks fall between the sGlection peaks of these
thrGe n',t size s. By using tho percen tcges of each 0.5 cms group
caught in the 2" gill ne ts (Figure 3), the catch figures obtained
for Haplochromis in the population oxperiment on Kisigala Point
'and the catch frequGncies for the trawl hauls over sand, it should
be possible to calculate the approximate numbers of Haplochromis
present in the sand bank areas which might be caught in the trawl.
This however ,1<Guldinvolvo too much extrapcla tion from an criginal
small amount of data for the end result to be anything like
rGliable.

'C} Maturity." Size 'of sexual mB,turity of Haplochromis are as
important a consideration in a trawl fishery as in a gill-net
fishery. A trawl however is only partially selective at onG end
of the size range (the smaller) unlike a gill-net which is
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completely selective at both ends of the range. The maturity
states of Haplochromis in only one trawl haul, from 66 ft over
a mud bottom, have so far been determined and these are given
in Figure 14. The gonad states.have been divided into three
groups, immature, maturing when the gonads arc beginning to form
for the first time, and mature when the gonads are fully formed
but the fish may not have bred yet. Figure 14 shows that all
Haplochromis below 5.0 ems are immature, that no Haplochromis
below 7.0 cms are maturo and that all Haplochrcmis caught in
this trm,l woro mature at 9.5 cms but. had not necessarily bred,
one female of 9.8 .cms was found to be ripe runninc. 50% of the
fish'were immatuI'o/maturine:; at 6.75 ems and 50% were: maturing/
mature at 8.0 cms. 'rhiswould indicate that all fish below
8.5-9.0 cms shculd be eliminated from the trawl hauls if
possible. This involves determining the escapoment fabtors for
various ~Gsh sizes,of cod end.

d) So far the trawl has been used with a 1" mesh
cod end 211 bar .. lli'o oscapement factors for this 'cod-end have
been determined using an outside bag of Y2" mesh. As this was
towed only once over a mud bottom, the mean of four similar mud
hauls with the 1" bag wero used to determine the retention sizes.
Figuro 15 shows" 50% escapement from thEe 1" bag occurs at 5.2 cms,
a 75% escapement at 4.7 cms and 100% escapement at 3.5 cms. Tho
degree nwhich the cod end is filled however alters these
percento.ges a certain amount. The cod end will therefore probably
have to be of lY2" or 2" mesh to allow all fish bolow 8.5 cms to
escape.

~) Echo sounding. The echo sounder was usea on all occasions in
conjunction with the bottom trawling operations. It was hoped that
some correlation could be obtained betwoen catches and echo traces
and echo sound.ings then used as a means of estimating quantities of
fish present in the arGo. and the amount of fish which could be
obtained for the cannery •

.For the purposes of correlating ocho traces with catch on a
sand bottom only Haplochromis was considered as it forms 85% of
all catches, tho numbers and weights of other genera being
insiguifican t. Tho.catches of Raplochromis wore calculated as
Ibs/30 min. haul and the traces arrangod in order according to the
catch weight. 'men this was done it was very apparont ~hat there
were no correlation botwoen density of bottom traces and catch.
The five heaviest catches of Haplochromis were made on traces wit;:..
very few fish marks noar tho bottom. An intGrmediate sizo catch
and the smallest catch of all were also made on similar traces.
The two heaviest. traces in the sories came at the top of the
intermediate catch range. Tho sixth hoaviest catch and all
others wero mado on medium density traces. It is fairly apparent
therefore that tho traces produced were not principally of
Haplochromis and there are therefore 3 main alternatives.

1. That the visible traces "ere from shoals of fish too small
to be retained in a 1" mosh cod end.

2. That thoy were made by some organism other than fish _
plankton being the most likely.

3. If however, the echo sounder would I,ick up either of the
above items it should also pick up the Haplochromis caught
in the trawl. Most of those hmievor are bottom feed.ing forms,
mollusc eaters, insectivores and bottom dotritus feeders.
They will presumably thereforo be in close contact with the
bottom and if this is so thoy will be very difficult to
distinguish (if it is possible at ""11) fron the bottom echo
itself. This hypothesis is borne .out by observations made
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3. (continued)

by the authors over a sand bottom using an aqualung. Large
numbers of Haplochromis are oftcn seen within 6" to I' off
the bottom or actually resting on the bottom, but if the
diver pauses for any length'of the time in mid-water, very
fe.wif any Haplochromis are ever encountered.

Little or no correlation botween density of echo trace and
catches of Haplochromis was obtained over a mud bottom. In
these hauls howcver, other genera, particularly Tilapia sometimes
featured prominently and some correlation betH8en type of Gcho
and genera caught w~s obtained. A very fin8 diffuse trace was'
often present over the mud bottom up to about 15 foet from the
bottom. Sometimes no~hing else was suporimposed on this,
sometimss it was pate'wand on two occasions fairly heavy comet
shaped strikes Here found in the backgroundfoather. On these
t"~'TO occasions large catchos of Tilapia o.?cu!gnta \<f,ere obtained,
wheroas the occasional ono or two only wero caught on the other
diffuSG traoes. He:r8 the hypo-thesis is that these large diffuse
traces are dODse concGnt~ations of Melosira - a silicaceous,
filamentous ~iatom and that SOffi0times large shoals of T.esculenta
caY!be fOlJ..'1dfeediY!g CY!.,hem. J. c,sculenta is a phytoplankton
filler feeder i.nwhich 1,1elos;"aforms a significant quanti ty of
the stomach cQ~tents, uB;ally arOUlld 20% by I'reight (~lelcomme _
persG comm). On8 tra.1"ll haul in the Jinja area through a fine
feather trace produced eiT;',ilClI'results. A higher catch than
normal of ':2. efJoulGnt,~ ':'iD.,Sobtained; the guts of these fish were
ve-y::yfull a.;'Jal~ai~;;:Css'~mlod that ~l.ul?..?j._ra formed. 80%'of the
toi;;al conien'es. Othe~~evidence that many of these traces may in
fact be agg:r.'ogaJliiol1f3of :?lankton IrIaS noticed while diving off
Ramafuta Island i.nan Rttompt to identify so:ne traces seen on the
echo sounder. Thoy ~ere very similar to those described above
but rather patchy. On t1-fO GuccGGsive dives no fish vlere seen
but water ffiE1SS8B "I;-Th0I'8t~lG light int8;-J.si ty W[I.S drastically
decreased -vrere pasGGd- through a.t the same depth as the traces
produced on the sOll":..cler. Thet';8 f.aets''"'are strong carrobra ting
evidence for the above t~pothesis and it is hoped that plankton
analysis of water samplos takc~ in and above those types of
traces lrill give more direct evidence.

So far this goal" has been relatively ul;).suec8ssful in terms of
catching fish. A number of hauls "ere mrrde in the Entebbe area but
the behaviour of the trawl was not completely satisfactory and tho
depth of fishing very uncertain. The boards, "hen given a steep diving
angle, appeared to be fishing at approximately the correct depth (as
shown 1ihen tho echo sOlmdor vias used. to Ioca to tho t:--'3,l:-Y'l. lmder 1-'1a ter)
but this m~de them very unstable. Recently the diving angles have
been reducod again and extra torpedo shaped lead weights fitted to
the net.

Small catches "';.rereobtained on a number of occasions~. tho main
genus caught being E~g~~ulicypris. This is a polagic shoaling fish
and thought to occur in large quantities in tho lake, but little i.s
known of its biology. The length frequencios of the catches
varied considerably; sometimes a large number of e:;:tremely"mall
individuals were .caught and at other times a smaller number of large
individuals. It is hoped that as thetra"l is made to ,lork more
efficiently and when a much larger trawl is employed, these fish may
be caught in sufficient quanti tios. to make a worthwhile economic
proposition.

Haplochromis were the other main constituent of the catch but
on the whole were very few in number and only a feH ounces in "eight •
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One one occasion a fair number of very small, immature specimens,
were caught, otherwise .only 2 or 3 came up with each haul.

No correlation with echo traces can as yet be made because of
the uncertainty as to the fishing depth and efficiency of thc net
as well as the vcry poor catches obtained.
iv) Surface Trawling

This method, the first to be used, has only been tried in the
Jinja area with the trawl describod in Section IIJ:. A..number of trawl
hauls were made in different localities and have been grouped as in
Table XV. ,The range of species caught is much smallGr than with
bottom trawling and Haplochromis were again ,the mo~t important genus,
forming overall, 90% of the catch. Surface trawling however was by
no means as productive as subsequent botto~ tra,rling, producing an
overall catch/hour of only 21.3 Ibs of Haplochromisand an overall
total .catch/hour of 24.3 Ibs, Alestos jacksoni, Alestes sadleri and
Engraulicypris being the only.other species which occurred regularly.

A sadleri was absent from all hauls made in water over 30 feet, i.e.,
BUVuma channel and Lufu. The total weight contribution of these species
in terms of catch/hour is negligible. The odd specimen of Clarias
was caught in some trawl hauls, but again they formed. an insignificant
item from the commercial point of viaw.

The length frequencies of Haplochromis from the surface trawls
are shown in Figure 16. The inshore fishings in shallow water in
Napoleon Gulf and GrantBa;y have been lumped together as have the
fishings in deeper ,rater in :Buvwna Channel and Lufu Island. These
length frequencies show'a eomple tely different pattern to those for
bottom trawling wi th a slightl;y skewed, more normal distribution .
about a single peak. Unlike bottom trawl catches the contribution'
made. by fish at the lower end upper ends of the size range 'is
negligiblG• Slightly larger specimons were obtained over'deeper water
than in shallmi water. The 10 and 90 percentiles for.dQep ..water.:..ca.tches
occur at 9.0 cms and 12.25 cms and thbse for shallow water catches at
8.3 cms and 11.7 cms. No trawling has been done. in the Entebbe area. . .but in view ef the high figures obtained in some of the gill-nets
(particularly 2" mesh) it might be expected that surface trawling
would give slightly better results in that area. .

There are certain :"ldvantagesin surface 'trawling over bottom
trawling. The'sizs range' of Haplochromis caught is much smalLer and
therefore 'easier to handle' from the cannery point of view. .Surface'
trawling gear could be expected to be cheaper and last longer than
bottom trawling gear. In.our cpinion however, these advantages are
far outweighed by the disadvantages involved. All surface trawling
has to be done at night, trawl hauls made during the'daYbeing" .
invariabl;y nega tive. Tho method of fisiling is haphazard, and little
or no help can be gained from thc.use of an echo sounder because 'of
the phenomenon of 'shoal' dispersion at dusk dscribedby the authors
elsewhere. The catches of Haplochromis are' very small 'compared wi th
bottom trawling, too small in fact to be economically ,rorthwhile on
the present data.

v) Other trawling results

As mentioned in Section I tra"ling has been attempted previously
on Lake Victoria, but not for the specific purposes of using the
Haplochromis in the catches, S. H. Deathe using the M.V.'Ningu'
trawled extensively off Sout.hDagusi in waters over 60' deep. No
detailed results are available but the following are his total catch
figures for all species in 1954:-
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January 50 hours 11,376 Ibs.
February 54 hours 11,240 lbs.
r,larch 46 hours 8,241 Ibs.
April 17 hours 2,268 Ibs.
May 58.5 hours 11,943 Ibs.

TOTAL, 225,5 hours 45,068 Ibs.

These results produce a total catch/hour of 199.8 Ibs. He
reported that Ha lochromis formed approximately 66% of the'catch
which'would give ,a catch hour of approximately 133 Ibs."

The trawling results ofEAFFRO in 1950-51 and the Lake Viotoria
Fisheries Service are much better documented. A summary of the
Haplochromis catches arlO given in Table XVI. Most of the trawling by
EAFFRO'"1fasdone in the region of Buvuma Island and the more offshore
'islands in the Jinj'a area and the LVFS trawling resul ts are mainly from
the offshore islands in the vicinity of Entebbe and the opun lake.
Unfortunately no information is available on the size of trawl used but
itl<as probably of similar proportions to the one employed in the present
survey. Some high mean catch/hour figuros l<ere obtained by EAFFRO and
al though the LVFS' figures are genorally much smaller,' they both show
that larg'C catches of Raplochromis can be obtained in l<aters of,inter-
mediate depth, i.G., betl<ecn 30' and 120'. Over this depth there appears
to be a rapid deorease in catch do,rn to 200'.

Both organizations l<ere of the opinion that these results oonfirm
the suspicion that very fel< fish are likely to be found in the deeper
waters of the lake. A few ~ynodontis l<ere caught in water over 200' deep,
but not in suffioient quantity to be commercially important. The
tral<ling results of the LVFS did however indicate that large shvals of
Engraulicypris "ere often encountered in the surface waters of the open
lake down to a depth of 60'-70', particularly at dal<nand dusk. For
the harvesting of these however they recomm8nded the use of a 300-500
yard Y4" mesh purse seine. about 90' deep.

Most of the EAFFRO trawling was done over a mud bottom and the
genera"other than Haplochromis in the catches were very similar to .those
given in the present trawling results. Tilapia, Bagrus and Clarias were
the three most important Genera but Mormyrus which we have not had so far
in a trawl, featured fairly prominently. in abeut 10% of the catches.

A KGlvin Hughes M.S. 24 echo sounder was used aboarci the M.V.'Ningu'
by the LVFS. Although this is a low frequency sounder (30-50 Kc/s)
compared with the Furono used at present, their results were just as
difficult to interpret. They could find no correlation between echo
trace and trawling results and found that any"ay these results varied
tremendously in different areas of the same type. Because of thc
little discernable pattern in their results they doubted 1fhether a
mechanised trawl fishery could be made to work economically.
vi) Estimates

a) Production. These production ostimates are based on the overall
catch figures obtained during the present survey with the present
trawl. Most of the arca has a mud bottom but most of .the trawling
has been done over eandbanks (and one in particular) which appear
to be more productive of Haplochromis than mud bottoms. The
present survey catch figures may therefore be rather high.
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Because of this production estimates are first presented
based on the trawling figures of Deathe over a mud bottom off
S. Dagusi and on calculations set out.in Board Memorandum 34
of the Busoga Deep Water Fishing Company Ltd., 1954. Their basic
premises arog-

(i) Not more than 85%"of Gxperimental'ca:tch'es could be
expected in a commercial fishery - They therefore work
on a commercial catch of 170 Ibs/hour.

(ii) The annual travl1ing time which could be maintained is
1550 hours.,'

(iii) Haplochromis con avorage formed 66%cif the catch.

On the basis of these premises they estimated the annual landings
per trawler to be,-

Total,
Haplochromis,
Others, ~

117.5
78
39.5

tons
tons
tons

and on the basis of operating. a varying number of trawlers the
annual estimated production was"~

Trawlers Haplochromis Others' Total

5 388 tons 199.5 tons 587.5 tons
10 775 tons 400 tons 1,175. tons
15 1,lp5 tons 597.8 tons .1;762.5 tons

This commercial enterprise was mor.e interested in t1w other genera
in the catches than in Haplochromis which they intended to process
by dehydration. This gives only a 20% recovery rate by weight in
..tlw finished product. They therefore estimated that between 3 and
4 million Ibs of fish must be caught annually to put the business
on a sound economic footing.

Canning of Haplochromis is less wasteful thansundrying or
dehydration as the recovel~ rate by weight of the finished products
.has been given by Beatty in his report on the 'Utilization of
Haplochromis' as 48%. Assuming Haplochromis aro packed in 6 oz
.cans the following approximate estimates, based on the above catch
figures, of tho number of cans produced annually is as follows,-

Catch Finished product 'No. of cans/annum No. of cans/day

390 tons 187.2 tons .1,400;000 5,600
780 tons 374 tons 2,800,000 11,200

1,170 tons 560 tons 4,200,000 16,800
It is interesting to note that the estimates made for gill nets
above are based on a production rate of 2,400 cans/day •. Therefore
to e~ual the production of five trawlers (employing 20 men) all the
figures given for gill nets would have to bo more than doubled.

The annual production using the figures obtained.in the
present survey on the same basis of trawling hours, numbers of
trawlers and percentage reduction in catc.hesis given below,-
The commercial catch per hour is calculated at,-

Total,
Haplochromis
Others

257 Ibs
218 Ibs
39 Ibs

The annual production per trawler working 1550 hours per annum
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therefore.is calculated atg-

Total,
Haplochromis
Others

177.8
150.-8

27
tons
tons
ton~.

and on the basis of operating a varying number of trawlers the
annual estimated production is,-

Trawlers Haplochromis Others Total

5 754 tons 135 tons 889 tons
10, 1,508 tons 270 tons 1,778 tons
15 2,262 tons 405 tons 2,667 tons

On these present estimates therefore five trawlers could produce
enough Haplochromis for an annual production of approximatelY
2Y2 million cans, i.e. 10,000 cans par day. .

b) Costing. The following estimates of c~st per vessel are based
on the estimated catch per trawler of 151 tons of Haplochromis and
27 tons of other types of fish whic.h aro the calculated mean annual
catches WITH THE PRESIDJT SIZE OF TRAWL.

Estimated Fishing Costs.

Capital cost of trawling vessel £6,000

£ 581

£ 600
£ 250
£ 300
£ 600
£ 85
£ 2,416

£1,000
vessol
vessel

Fishing gear - 25%
Maintenance 5%
Depreciation - 10%
Conthlgencies - 5%

..FuL..bel.oilt)) 1550 x lY2 gals at S11.s.5/-per gal
u rlcan s.. '

]{ages - Skipper at 400/- per month, 4 crew at
150/- per "'onth
of oapital cost of
of capital cost of
of capital cost of
of running costs

Estimated Fish.ing income

,151 tons of Haplochromis at 10C/lb
.27 tons of other fish at 30c/lb

£ 1,691
fL 907

£2, 598
"=."

When using a trawl of the present size the capital cost of the
.vessel cannotexcoed £6,000 if the price if the fish is to be
.kept dOrm to tho required level of 10c/lb. Therefore the use of
foreign built, imported boats is out of the question and emphasis
is plac6d on the USG of locally built wooden veSGels with suitably

.porrered engines and rrinch gciar. A new vessel of. the size of I Darter'
rrith 150-200 h.p. engine (rrithreduction gear box) would.probably
cost in the region of £20,000. This should be capable of dragging
a 10-12.fathom trarrl rrhich could be expected to.increase production
f6rthe same effort but the magnitude of this increase and therefore
the 6conomics of such a SCheme are impossible to determine at
p~esent

IV. INFORMATION REQUIRED

1) General considerations

This section is included in some longth as it is proposed to
send this report to FAO Fishery experts, biologists and statisticians
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for advioe on the best methods of taokling the problems involved. In
dealing with these problems those concerned should bear in mind the
following points,-

1. The nature of the area surveyed - a fairly large unenclosed
part of the inshore waters of Lake Viotoria, with a variety
of bottom types, shore lines and ;rator depths.

2. The type of fish under consideration, a taxonomically. difficult
group with a great cliversityof species ecologically and in
behaviour. There is a distinct lack of detailed biologioal
knowledge of individual species.

3. The limited personnel and gear availablo and that the type of
fishing at presentbeingusecl is prinoipally bottom tr8-'irling.

4. Thero is no ostablished commeroial Haploohromis fishery in the
area.

5. The authors have, little exporience in fCspects of population
dynamics in fishery work and very little kno"ledgeof .statistical
technique s.

The information which is required can be sUmQed up succinctly in
the following question 'Can the area under consideration produce an
annual sustainable yield of say 800 tons of Haplochromis and if not,
what annual sustainable yield can be obtained?' It would appear that
some knowledge of the fello"ing is required.

1. Size of population in the area at present.

2. Recruitment rates to the exploitable stook

3. Natural mortality ~ates of the exploitable stook

4. Growth rates within the population.

5. Migration into and out of the area.

from which some estimate oould be m2-de of. the likely fishingmortali ty
that the present population would allow. It might beexpectedhowev8r
that when fishing starts, the introduotion of a fishing mortality
faotor would affeot reoruitment, growth, natural mortality and migration
rate within the population (see Seoti-onlV -v) whioh would allow
bTeater yields than those estimated for an unfished population.

ii) Population estimates - marking

It would appear that some estimate of the stook present in the
area is the first prerequisite fer determining the level of exploitation
whioh oan be attained. At this stage we may assume that bottom

.,tra1,lingis the method of fishing to be used .and it is thorefore the
bottom population in trawlable areas in which we are interested.

In .considering marking msthods of pepulation ostimates the
following points should be .borne in mind in .addition to the first two
mentioned en the previous page.

1) 'I'hosecreaswhore the 'iTater is under 15 feet deep or 'iTherethe
bottom is unsuitable (too rocky) cannet be tr,~,led. Haplochromis
are present however in thess areas and may move out into
.trawlablo areas from timo to time or at a late stago of their life.

2) There is a lower size limit of Haplochromis which are suitable
for canning and at present fish bolow this size are being caught
in the trawl. This may bo eliminated to a certain degree when
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2) (continued)

different mesh size cod ends have been obtained and the most
suitable mesh size determined.

3) The tagging programme cannot be''a long or complicated one as
only a few people are available to do the actual tagging. There
is no commercial fishery at present so all recoveries would have
to be made with the one 'small trmll available at present. The
final report and recommendations should be completed with the
next year to 18 months and any tagging experiments could not be
started within the next six months. '

4) There is no means of ageing fish within the heterogenous groups
Haplochromis, and length could not be taken as indicative of age
because of the varied range of adul t siz,esof the species group.

If marking experiments are to be used it would appear that the
method most suited to prevailing conditions would be the Peterson Single
Census method. (as given by Ricker 1958 in Bulletin 119 of the

Fisheries Research Board of Canada and Jones (1966) in F~O Fisheries
Technica.l Paper No. 51 Supp1. 1.) The population estimate (N) is given
by the formula:-

N = M(C + 1)

R + 1

and the,variance limits can be calculated acc,ording to the formula,-
A) A2(V(N = N C - R)

( C + 1) (R + 2)

The rate of exploitation (in this case of the 1 trawl in use) can be
estimated by the following formula

A

U = R
M

and assuming random mixing of marked and unmarked fish the variance is
given as,-

A

V(u) = R(C - R)

M2C

or with only a small number' of recoveries as

C

MN

M
(1 - N )

..

According to Ricker however certain conditions must be fulfilled
before this method will, work. ,One of these is tha.t the marked fish
become randomly mixed wi th the unmarked fish., This would probably
not be so here but can be overcome by adjusting the subsequent fishing
effort in proportion to the number of fish present in different areas.
The condition of no recruitment would probably not be fulfilled either
unless the experiment were on a short term basis, say a month or six
weeks. If over longer the use of the 'dilution' technique would have
to 'be tried, being the only one which doesn't involve the use of age.

Before a marking programme was started, preliminary experiments
would have to be made to ascertain the survival rate of fish caugjJ.t

'in the trawl from various depths, and the length of trawling adjusted
to.give a minimum death rate. The mortality rate of marked fish
over unmarked fish should also be determined prior to the marking
experiment commencing.
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Fin clipping would probab~ 'be the most suitable marking method
in this instance. It is quick, requires little handling of the fish
and doesn't alter their subsequent catchability, but doesn't last
,long ~d is fairly difficult to recognise. Other marking methods
requiring the attaching of a tag are much more difficult to manipulate,
butexcept'in case of loss will last much longer. It is thought that
if,the-fish for marking are transferred straight from the trawl cod
end to a large keep net of 1" mesh this will a.llow all the fish too
small to be used in the cannery to escape, the remainder can then be
tagged, put into another keep net and released at ,the site of original
capture. A similar procedure would have to be adopted when making
recaptures. '

iii) Population estima te - Catch per unit effort

Gulland 1964 (FAO Technical paper,No. 40) gives an account of
methods based on the idea that catch 'and'effo'rtprovide indices of
stock density from which the total stock can be calculated. For any
sub-region whose area is A, the ,number of fish can be calculated and
the following expression tEen gives the total number of fish in the
area as a whole.

x Ci
fi

q is a weighting constant which converts apparent densities (due to
unbalanced fishing of certain parts of a sub-region) into true
densities and if qi is constant and equals q for all areas then

Ci
fi

An Electra Speed and Log has just been obtained for the experimental
trawler which will give trawling speed in knots and distallce covered
in YIOth nautical miles. With the aid of this, and the known spread
of the mouth of the trawl, the catch per unit effort, i.e. catch/hour,
can be, expressed in terms of catch per unit area ,~ich will give the
stock densi4Y (Di) on the region trawled. The total population of
the whole area can then be expressed as'.

N = -t DLAi

The areas of the various sub-regions can be calculated from the charts
prepared in the hydrographic survey and the amount of fishing carried
out made proportional to the areas involved and irrespective of the
distribution of fish (as this is not commercial fishing). This would
avoid having to convert weighted densities into true densities by the
use of Gullands constant q. For the purposes of this method the area
would be divided into sub-regions as follows,-

1. All water under 20' Qeep to be discounted.
2. Sand bottoms

.3. Mud bottoms

(i) 20-50 ft deep most of the inshore bays including the
large area of Murchison Bay.

(ii) 50-75 feet deep ~ mainly the large mud basins off Kome and
Damba Islands.

(iii) Over 75 ft deep - The open water between the mainland and
the inshore ,islands 'off Damba, Kome and Nsadzi Islands.

This method is probably more suitable than the Peterson marking
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metho'd:as densities. will be expressed as.we'ight/unit area and the
es.timates of total exploitable sMck by weight. In marking .
experiments total stock is expressed in numbers of individuals and
because';of the variety of shapes and sizes of the various species
involved, any accurate conversion of numbers to weight would be
difficul t.

The calculations of total' stock from tra,.,lcatch/uni t assumes
that the efficiency of the gear is 100%. This however is most

.unlikely and estimates will be low; and the area could possibly
'therefore stand a higher fishing effort than would be at first.
indicated.

iv) Recrui tmen t and mortali ty..

The population under' consideration is one which, at present, is
not subject'tc a fishing mortality factor. The fishing is in the
tropics where sea.sonal variations are slight and as far as is kno,m
growth and breeding in the population is continuous throughout the
year. Young Haplocraomis (which it is impossible to identify to
species) appear to be present along with the adults on the fishing
grounds (at least from September-December) and as far as is known
there is little or no distinction between feeding and breeding grounds,
It would appear therefore that the population bears similar character-
isticts to Rickers type llA 'ideal fish population', in which
recruitment is continuous throughout the ,year and as no fishing
mortality occurs, if the population size is more or less stable,
natural mortality should be approximately e~uivalent to recruitment
and also continuous throughout the year.

It is not kncwn whether any calculations of recruitment rates can
be made at present because,-

L the youngcf the. different species cannot be aged .or identified.

2. the 'egg production and brood capacity (many if no.t all species
of Haplochromis 8,remouth brooders) of the various species is
not known. ..

3. The length at which the various species will enter the exploitable
stock will vary because of different body snapes.

It is felt that at present all that can be done is to collect
more information on various aspects. The egg production and possibly
broad capacity for a number of species can be ascertained and some
effcrt made to calculate. the annual number of breedings of these
species. Regular monthly length freCluency analysis of samples from
various locations may show changes in the length compoeLtion of the
population which would help in recruitment and growth analysis. This
is only likely at the lower end of the range, i.e" below. 7.0 ems
as the various peaks shown above this size are adult species groups.

v) Estimation of equilibrium yield in relation to size of stock and
rate of fishing

These notes are taken from Ricker (1958). Methods have been
devised in which stock density and yield are .related directly. In
view cf the difficulties of estimating growth, mortality and
recruitment parameters for fish stocks of Haplochromis,these methods
could perhaps be best adopted here. They are based.on the postulate
that 'a fish stock produces its greatest harvestable surplus when
it is at some intermediate level of abundance, not when it is at
maximum abundaC(lce. This must generally be so ..because:-
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At maximum stock densi~J efficiency of reproduction is reduced _
a reduction of stock should increase recruitment.

(ii)

(iii)

With a limited food supply, food is less efficiently converted
to fish flesh by a large stock than by a smaller one.

An unfished stock contains relatively more older fish than a
"fiShed"stock. This makes for decreased produc tion because,-

(a) Larger fish eat larger foods - so introducing another
step in the food pyramid

(b) Older fish convert a smaller fraction "of food into
fish flesh.

Under reasonably natural stable conditions the net increase of an
unfished stock .is, on average, zero; its growth is balanced by natural
mortality. Introducing a fishery increases production per unit of
stock and so creates a surplus which can be harvested! In these ways
'a fishery, acting on a fish population itself creates the production
by which it is maintained (Baranov).

There"are ~ro principle methods based on the above reasoning.
A. Method of Graham-----

He postulates that the instantaneous rate of surplus
production of a stock is directly proportional to the difference
between the actual density and the maximum density which the area
will support. When fishing removes the surplus production at the
"same rate a,s it produced it becomes the yield from a stock held
in equilibrium. Thus equilibrium yield at any stock density Wtis equal to

Pt1{t 1'1 (k (1fc:~ - lfL)t ( ,)
(1)( . riO':) )

KkHL - (11"" ) Wt (2),
Hhere,- Wt is weight of stock at some equilibrium level t

H_ is the maximum possible equilibrium stock.
k the instantaneous rate of increase of the"stock at

minimal densities.
Pt the rate of fishing which maintains the stock in

equilibrium at size Wt•

This relationship is a parabola and maximum yield is obtained
when the stock is at exactly half its maximum equilibrium level.
The statistics of an actual fishery required are, the absolute
size of stock Wt, the rate of fishing Pt at a stable level of
abundance and Hce the level of the stock characteristic of no
fishing. For these Haplochromis stocks any estimate of abundance
made at present would give th.evalues for H~. Wt and Pt would
have to be determined when the fishery had been underway for a
few years and catches had stabilized.

B. Method of Schaefer

Here an estimate is made of surplus production or
equilibrium catch for each year. Each year's catch Y in Ibs is
divided by the rate of fishing p in order to obtain an estimate
of mean stock VI present during the year. The level of stock at
the turn of the year is approximately the average of the mean
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stocks of the year completed and'the year ahead. The difference
be"j;,:,een"the t\W "initialstocks is tho increase for the year in
~uestion5 i.e. .

Y3/ + Y2/ Y2/ + Yl/ Y3 " _ Yl/
P3 P2 P2 PI /P3 PI

2 2 2 (3)

and the surplus production or equilibrium yield Y{ per year 2
above is

+
(2)

The value for p is most directly obtained by estimating p for one
year' by tagging. From this the catchability C is estimated and
the other p's are estimated as proportional to effective fishing
effort (pt ~ cft for each year). Determined in this way surplus
producticn can be plotted against stock donGity. If a defined
curve for a -\'TideranGG of stock densities is obtained it can be
uGed emr"".ricallyfor de"termining maximum yield for stock. If"i t
doesn't cover a wide range some curve must be fitted to permit
extrapolaticn. Schaefer, like Graham, has used the parabola, but
wi th the raser"','"c:/cionthat a curve skewed to the left is better.

Alternatively surplus production can be plotted against rate
of fishing pt.

Dividing both sides of equation (1) by fTt gives an expression
for Pt in" terms "of \it' 1ft can then be expressed in"terms of Pt
and substituting in equation (2) the resulting expression for
surplus production Or equilitriur'l yield is

2
Yt~Pt1't n(t-Pt) (5)

K

This is probably a"better alternative method than that of Graham
as a more accurate account can be kept of the state of the fishery
from its inception.,

vi) SUMJYJARY

1) EGtimates of preGent stock density of the unfished population
can be made using catch per unit area in the various sub-regions.
This method is favoured in preference to the Peterson marking
method as the practical difficulties involved in the operation
are not 80 great.

2) No illGant; C,c:'.Lnbe se-en for -assessing recrui tment, gro1ilth rate and
mortality of this Haplochromis population and so defining these
parameters before fishing starts. In any case as soon as
fishing starts the parameters will'alter as the size of the
initial"population alters.

3) If reasonably accurate stock estimQtes are made and these are
found to be far in excess of the ini hal annual yield required,
it would seem reasonable to advise a fishery to be started to
extract this quantity of fish. On present 'very rough estimates
only about 4% of the total stook would be required annually
and taking into account the small size and diversity of
speoies involved, in a tropical environment "ith apparently
no oessation of gro"th" and breeding, this can "beregarded as
only a very small percentage.
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4) The maximum eQuilibrium yields can be worked out on the lines
set out in section II-vas the fishery continues. Watch can
then be kept on the..ra te of st.ock decrease ni thin the first
fen years of fishing to sei3.thatit dOesn't fall belon half
its present unfished level.



TABLE 1.

ANlTUAL PRODUCTION OF fuiPLOCHROMIS FROM
TERRITORIAL WATERS OF LAKE VICTORIA

'.

Number Wt.Ilbs Tonnage
1960 Kenya 2,390,614 109,223 48.7
1961 Kenya 3,590,739 142,447 63.6
1962 Kenya 9,080,766 381,686 170.4

Uganda 1,890,882 229,896* 102.6
Thnzania 12,277 ,482 749,171* 334.9

1964 Tanzania 7,308,493 392,714 175.3
1965 Uganda 837,232 104,365* 46.6

Tanzania 9,909,760 588,442 262.7
1966 Uganda 5,110,703 549,000* 245.0

Tanzania 8,755,636 605,308 270.2

The 1966 figures are for January to October
only

* Estimated by extrapolation as weight figures
incomplete.



TABLE II.

DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS OF THE EXPERI~ITAL FLEET
OF GILL-lJETSUSED IN THE SURVEY

Mesh Hanging Made up Length Number of TIL Number
meshes deep of nets

1" Y2 25 yards 52 2 2
1Y2" Y2 25 yards 52 2 2
2" Y2 25 yards 26 2 2
2Y2" Y2 25 yards 26 3 2
3" Y2 25 yards 26 4 2

2" ne t eventually changed to 52 meshes
deep.

••
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TABLE III

TOTAL CATCHPER SET FOR EACH FISIITNG IN EACHENVIRONWiTI'IT
•

BOTTOM TOP

ENVIRONMENT 1" 11/2" 2~' Total 1" 11/2" 2" Total

No. Wt. No. Wt. No. wt. No. Wt. No. lH. No. Wt. No. Wt. No. Wt.--
I. Mud bottom 30-35"

in middle of ' , 21 0.5 79 5.4 4 3.5 104 6.4
papyrus linedbe.y's' 90 1.75 187 8.5 24 3.5 301 13.75 30 0.75 44 2.25 8 1.0 82 4.0

2. Colloidal mud ,
bottom - open . , ,- 53 1.125 51 2.75 200 22.0 304 25.875 144 4.0 76 4.25 44 5.5 266 13.75
water 60-65' 24 0.5 20 1.25 70 8.25 114 10.0 39 1.25 37 2.5 4 0.5 80 4.25

3. Inshore 20-45' 43 1.125 178 8.62 112 12.375 333 22.128 34 0.875 122 6.5 10 1.0 166 8.375
wa ter. Hardbottoin.; 147, i 3.375 107 5.5 90 '11.75 345 20.625 46 1.25 410 20.0 58 8.0 514 29.25
sandi gravel/ rock i: 238 : 4.75 68 3.25 64 8.0 370 16.0 41 1.0 59 2.875 16 2.0 116 5.875
on banks projecting, 132 2.75 69 3.75 98 12.0 299 18.5 97 2.75 140 7.25 48 6.75 285 16.75
out from shore. 218 •4.75 58 3.0 34 2.25 310 10.0 70 195 14 279

122 2.75 66 3.25 66 7.5 254 13.5 32 0.75 112 5.75 30 4.25 174 10.75
Exposted and '; 325 7.0 213 10.5 38 4.75 576 22.25 73 1.75 217 11.0 30 4.0 320 16.75
shel teredo

4. Narrow deep inlet:,
very steeply 55 1.25 47 2.25 20 3.25 122 6.75 1 113 6.5 24 3.0 138 9.5
shelving rockY
shore - south side
of Kome.



TABLE IV

AVERAGE CATCH FOR EACH ENVIRONJ'~T,

,

BOTTOM TOP'-'ENVIRON:r~ENT 1" lY2" 2" 1" 1)12;' 2"No. Vlt. No. vlt. No. 1ft. No. Wt. No. " i-lt. ' No. 1ft.

1 90 1.75 187 8.5 24 3.5 25.5 0.625 62 3.825 6 0.752 38.5 0.81 35.5 2.0 135 15.125 92 2.675 56 3.375 24 3.0
3 175 3.78 108.4 5.4 71.7 8.375 56 1.4 179 8.9 29.4 4.3
4* 55 1.25 47 2.25 20 3.25 1 113 6.5 ' ,24 3.0 ,

One heavy catch in 2" Bottom set (2)
One heavy catch in 1)12" Top set (3)

No. Wt.

Average overall catch in 2" net Bottom set 74 8.7
Top set 24 3.35



TABLE V.

A BREAKDOWN OF CERTAIN CATCIi"ESINTO PREDATORY AND
NON-PREDATORY BAPLOCHROMIS ,

Top Set ;,Bottom SetHabitat Predators Non-Predators Predators Non-Predators

1 42 (52%) 39 28 (9%) 268
,

(42%)2 70 (84%) 13 45 61

3 104 (37%) 176 10 (4%) 278
126 (52%) 117 25 (11%) 194

5 (7%) 64-

TOTAL. 342 (50%) 345 113 (11%) 8~5
i' -,,

: '
;
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TABLE VII

APPROXIMATE SIZES OF SEXUAL 1f1.ATURITYOF PREDATORY
HAPLOCHROMIS (S. L. in mm) •

Group Species Size Range of Sexual
Sample Maturity

H. bar toni H. bar toni 135 195 140
H. bayoni 82 152 110 - 125
H. victorianus 117 166 Below 117H. nYanzae 126 171 Belo1v 126Ho serranus 101 205 130

H. longirostris H. longirostris 84 145 100
H. argenteus 93 202 115

H. macrognathus H. macrognathus 80 174 125H. mandibul~ris 131 174 Below 130H. gowersi 145 224 150H. mento 113 178 135

H. squamulatus H. sque...mula tus 66 198 135
H. estor 141 170 Below 140
H. dentex 91 159 120

H. percoides H. percoides 67 93 BelOrT 75H. plagiostomo.. 69 - 147 110
H. pellegrini 71 104 Below 70

H. flavipimlis H. flavipinnis 69 156 115

H. cavifrons H. cavifrons 108 195 135

H. guiarti H. guiarti 83 177 100
H. paraguiarti



TABLE VI.

BODY DEPTH AS PERCENTAGE OF BODY LENGTH FeR
PREDATORY AND NON-PREDATORY HAPLOCHROMIS

•

~ Mean body depth for each species aspercentage of body length
Range Mean

Predators 26.7 - 35.0 30.8

Non-Preda tors 31. 5 - 41. 5 36.4
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TABLE VIII.

APPROXID~TE SIZES OF SEXUAL I~TURITY OF NON-
PREDATORY ..HkPL-OCHROMIS .(S.L. .in mm. )

Group Species Size range of Sexual
Sample Maturiijr

Plant eaters H. obliCJ.uidens 48 - 89 68H. lividus 46 - 90H. nigricans 49 - 94 53H. nuchisCJ.uamulatus 83 - 113
Fry eaters H. obesus 71 - 170 85H. maxillaris 90 - 160 100H. parvidens 63 - 163 105H. cryptod6n 92 - 130 Below 92H. microdon 114 - 148 Below 114
Mollusc H. sauvagei 58 - 105 80
shellers H. prodrcmus 63 - 130 100H. granti 70 - 122 90H. xenognathus 80 - 113 90

Mollusc H. pharyngomylus 70 - 126 95crushers H. ishmaeli 82 - 136 '100
H. obtusidens 60 - 114 90H. humiHor 65 90 Below 65

H. chilotes H. chilotes 70 - 148 80
H. martini H. m[trtini 59 •. 104 80
H. aelocephalus H. aelocephalus 63 - 120 • -
General A fl.. plagiodon 56 - 85

H. chromcgynos 50 - 110 90
General B H. lacrimosus 66 - 97 Below 66H. pallidus 43 - 74 Be1O1'i 50H. macrops 66 - 91 73H. cinereus 71 - 81 Below 70
General C H. riponianus 57 - 104 85H. saxicola 100 - 123 Below 100
Monotypics Astatoroechromis 20 - 163 97!'~a:cropleurodes 74 - 144 96Hoplotilapia 57 - 150 96Pla tytenoides 67 - 154 71



TABLE IX.

PREDATORY AND NON-PREDATORY COMPOSITION'OF THE CATCHES TlffiOUGHOUT THE GILL-nET' POPULATION
EXPERIMENT

'., .

.Number of Fishings.
6 7 8 9 10 .11

Top Set Nets

% predators

% non-preda tors

88

12

2

94
6

3 4

88.5

11. 5

5

79

21
95.5

4.5
95
5

97.5 95.5

4.5
94

6

94
6

12

97. ,

3

, ; :

113 i ...
,j
. :.

99.S',
j.,.'.':

.6;~

14

100

o

Bottom Set Nets

% predators

% non-predators

,21 .17 ~5

79.' 82,5

25.5.

74.5 66.5
2833

72 '67

,1
43.5

'(6.5
; ..

35.5 . 40.5 32

64; 5 '59':~ .' '68
56.5 44

:'; t
. ~ ;:i, , t,:

,, ,I
!',' J.40.)
, : ',I

5~.:;.
49

51

"
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TABLE X. --,.' .~.- ,-:':i-::, .• -'-:-~'"
. ~.~. .

PERCENTAGE-SPECI-ES C01,1~~kI~i6j'l',~~~tiRFACE CATCHES OF
HAPLOCHROMIS IN THE 2" GILL.,.NETS THROUGHOUTTHE

POPULATION EXPERIMENT

Species
2 3

Number of Fishing
5 6 9 10 11 13 14

Predators

3.1 6.4 4.9 1.5 1.2

38.4 44.8 49.5 66.1 67.6',H., guiarti
'R. bartoni
'H. serranus
'H. squamula tus
H. macrognathus)
'H. mento )
H. gowersi )
H. longirostris
H. plagiostoma'R. cavifrons

Others

40.51.9
9.8
10.0

1.1

0.6
23.0

30.618.6
5.1 8.4

'190316.2
7.9 9.1
22.1)
'10.5) 31.0
"0.3) .
0.7 0.5
0.3
0.6 0.4
5.2 18.7

42.6
2.1
10.6
5.8
9.55.1
0.3
0.9,

22.0

21. 4
9,4
12.5
14.3

0.8

13.1
6.7
9.9
,17.7

1.7

10.36.5
16.3
13.3

1.0

, 2.3
. 4, 6
5.8
13.i
, 0.3
6;6

Non-predators

,6.3

.,1
•• ' __ ;':'" + •• M •• ..:.63.5 32.0

9.1 7;2

9.1
9,4' 18.2 '39.4 62.5" -
3.1 16.6 100

3.1
62.5
3.1
3.1

29.2
7.7
4.6
7,7 ,
3.1 .
15.4
.,'1. 5
21. 5
1.5

'Astatore'ochromis' .'2,1 4.0'
Macropleurodes 803, '6.7
Hoplotilapia 2.1" 2,7
"H. obliquidens
'H. saUV,8flei 2,1 103
H. obesus 44;0 13.5
H. parvidens 2.1 6.7
H ..microdon .
H. chilotes ...
H. aelocephnlus

Gene'ral A
General B
General C '
Others

,



TABLE XI
PERCENTAGE SPECIES COMPOSITION OF BOTTOM CATCHESOF HAP.LOGHROMI-STN ".THE2'.'OIL'L=N1\'ll'S'THROUGHOUT"

"THE,,'POPUI:rA:TI0NEXPE:RlMENT..
.., ,.,..-,-_.'-"-' .

Species .. Number of fishing2 3 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14Predators ...

H. baitoni 15.3 4.1 5.0 5.3 19.7 12.2. 13.9 10.5 6.4 '2i.6H. gUiarti' 8.1 9.3 ~.8 4.1,H. serranus 5.1 4.0 0.8 -H. squamula:tus 10.2 6.4 '25.0 9.4 10.7 7.3 8.3 18.4 19.1 '15.7H. rnacrogn[~thus 7.7 21.6 35.0 4.0 1.8 17.0 26.4 "29;0 21.3 ..1,5.7H. mento 9.5 21.4 28.6 40.0 33.3 15.8 25.5'31.4H. gowersi ' 2.6 9.5 17.3 12.5 .. 9.8 5.5 7.9 "'21.31'[. 8H. longiro'stris 2.8 . ""-'--,0 .. ":2'.1- :.H. flavipiimis 5.1 4.1 1.7 ' 1.8 0.8 2.8 '- . 2.(H. cavifrons 15.3 '10.8 8.4 10.7 9.0 3.2 4.2 5/3 2:1 'Z.OOthers 38.5 20.3 25.0 16.0 12.5 9.0 1.4 13.2 2.1
"

Non-predators
" ..-,.

Astatoreocliromis 14.2" 2.8 10.5 10.4 18.1 6.2 5.3 12;2 26;'1-28: 3Macrop1eurodes 13.7 7.5 16.4 5.2 1.2 .7.6 10.7 ..6;1 . 1'8.4. J.Hap10tilapia ...8.3 2.3 2.6 3.9 4.8 4.9 3.6 11.1' .7.,2'i.9P1atjtenoides 0.6 1.2 - 1.8 ~H. sauvagei 13.7 6.0 7.9 5.2 1.2 4.5 1.8 8.2 "'8;7H. plie.ryngoII\Y1us 0.8
18';9H. obesus 2.2 3.7 2.6 7.8 p.O 2.0 9.0 22.4 ......5:8':, .

H. parvidens 1.1 3.7 1.9 ,4.() 7.2 1?~0.
" -'.--."-H. micrcdon 0.9 1.3 1.9 1.8 - '-.'H. chilotes .9.4 7.0 8.6 '3.9 3.6 6.8 5.4 6.1 1}.0 1.9H. ae1ocepha1us ~ 7.5 1.3 2.6 1.2 7.2 2.0 4.3..H. martini 0.5 0.7 -General A '0.5 3.7 9.9 3.6 4.2 7.2 1.4General B 6.5 0.7 0.6 3.6 4.5 7.2 7.3General C 30.4 48.5 32.2 52.5 48.2 35.8 32.2 26.6 11.6 34.0Others 6.6 5.9 5.2 4.8 20.7 5.4 8.2 5.8 ,..
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•.,TABLE XII.

CATCH RECORDS OF ALESTES SADLERI
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TABLE XV.

SURFACE TRAlf1ING - GENERAL .AliALYSIS OF CATCHES

PLACE DEPTH TIME Haplochromis A. aacksoni 'A. Badleri Engrauli ry pri s Clarias Tilaria Barbus TOTAL
Napoleon Gulf 15 -"30 250 123.9 5.9 4.85 4.25 3.5 + '142.4
Grant Bay 15 - 45 120 37.5 0.5 0.7 38.7
Buvwna Channel 50 - 90 120 32.75 32.7
Lufu 75 90 18.0 0.3 0.25 ].0 + 21.5

TOTAL, 580 212.15 6.2 5:35 5.20 6.5 + + 235.4

Total Catch/Hour 60 21.3 0.6 0.55 0.54 0.72 + + 23.7
Total Percentage 90 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.8 + + 100

- i. ""



TABLE XVI.

SUMMARY OF TRAWL CATCHES MADE BY L.V.F.S. a)AND E.A.F.F.R.O. 1 50-51 b

Depth Mean Time Mean Catch Mean Catch/Hour
(Mins.) (lbs) (lbs)
a. b. a. b. a. b.

10 - 19 40 0.75 1
20 - 29 45 29 59 83 80 166
30 - 39 35 26 196 16 336 38
40 - 49 60 30 45 164 45 328
50 - 59 37 29 39 106 62 212
60 - 69 60 26 42 130 42 300
70 - 79 33 218 396
80 - 89 60 32 14 147 14 280
90 - 99 37 87 140

100 - 119 50 86 101
120 - 139 50 60 32 80 38 80
140 - 159 47
160 - 179 60 2 2
180 - 199 30 3 6

•
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